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Compiled by Michelle Garcia Winner and Pamela Crooke, this interesting comic book offers different lessons which can
be examined repeatedly with students who've higher-working autism, Asperger Syndrome, ADHD and additional socialcognitive challenges. The comic publication teaches these learners how to understand and develop sociable skills. Each
one of us is usually a Social Detective. Enjoy viewing your students and own kids blossom day-by-day into effective
Social Detectives! We are good Social Detectives whenever we use our eye, ears, and brains to figure out what others
are planning to do following or are presently performing and what they mean by their words and deeds. Elementary
school-aged (K-5) students, and immature older middle and high school students who enjoy visual books, will benefit
from this publication. The lessons also present a number of engaging ways to introduce the concepts of social
considering to general education teachers, paraprofessionals, parents, caregivers, special educators, grandparents,
siblings, daycare employees, scout leaders, etc. But this isn't only a book for students who have challenges relating to
autism spectrum disorders, Asperger's, ADHD and like difficulties.
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Laborious read As a psychologists who works with children on the autism spectrum in group therapy, I am an enormous
enthusiast of Michelle Garcia Champion and I come across her social-cognitive method of be right on target. I have a lot
of her books and I have attended her trainings. This book, nevertheless, was a big disappointment--not because of the
thinking behind it, but because of its demonstration. I discover that the text is a lot too wordy and the illustrations,
while cute, are sometimes confusing.Honestly, I was surprised to see therefore many mixed evaluations since I love this
book and I understand for a fact that many of my co-workers routinely borrow it aswell! When I use it, I usually edit it
down, skip web pages, and try to explain in my own words. I believe Michelle would do well to hire a children's author
who could present her principles with much more creativity plus much more concisely. What I do like about the book
will be the pages in the trunk which offer 3 lesson programs for parents or teachers to help expand teach social
thinking. Exceptional language for teaching public skills! This reserve was a little bit wordy and complicated for my
clients sometimes; Now He's hooked! I use it with children with a wide selection of challenges, not solely autism
spectrum. I do not find that children complain about this book nearly as much as others I've tried and often even Such
as this reserve! That said, I really do break it into chunks rather than try to go through the whole book in a single sitting.
When we head to read our following chunk, I go right from the start and paraphrase the parts we browse before,
encouraging the kid to "fill in the blanks" for the parts they discovered last time to reinforce the learning. It is
repetitive, as some have said, but I believe that is normally intentional in order to help the concepts stick and I've by no
means found this book to end up being overly repetitive to the point that it's grating. I've tried to use this publication in
group but I find the children become bored quickly. I certainly recommend it for children who are fighting social and/or
behavioral difficulties, especially higher working autism spectrum and ADHD diagnoses. Teaching children that
sometimes their actions are "unexpected" rather than BAD. Well structured with lesson plans in the back. He was so
excited about it that people had to get another copy for his kindergarten teacher! These "unexpected" actions are not
judged as poor or good but just not anticipated by those around us. It teaches us that a few of our actions could be
unpredicted by others and we have to be conscious of the effect our activities have on others. Core principles are solid.
Will order from this seller again!! I work with children and love this publication! however, the core ideas in the book have
become good. Like I stated, I modified the curriculum to match my clients' needs. My 7 year older child was captivated
when he initial found the cover!. Well structured with lesson programs in the . Excellent book.. Excellent book. I
purchased this reserve for my 6 calendar year old grandson who displays some autistic tendencies. It really helps
explain what's expected in various social circumstances. Vocabulary is easy to discuss and make use of during everyday
social circumstances if children are familiar with the book. I frequently use the pictures in the book as visual reminders
to use specific social skills. ... this with our autistic child after her speech therapist recommended it. He keeps selecting
it up to read by himself.. My son is very rule oriented which book is written in such a way that he totally gets what it's
teaching! It's been helping us educate her things such as expected and unexpected behavior. We've been using this with
this autistic kid after her speech therapist suggested it. Bravo! I am using a modified version of the curriculum to
instruct a social abilities group with kids with autism and Asperger's. This book might be best for the educator to
understand about the concepts so they can teach it better. He insisted that I read it immediately. I believe that it
presents ideas behind social abilities in non-judgmental, understandable language that children remember and can
relate to. It's been helping us show her items .. Now in discussion he talks about the rules of interpersonal behavior
using the lingo from the publication and even stepped on an get the publication to reference what his stage is. This is a
must read! Great social awareness book This is a pricey book, but well worth it. Images and actions are engaging. The
youngsters ask to learn it frequently, and it opens up great discussions. good Interesting read, good ideas A must have
for particular education/ speech teachers Great resource for my classroom! This book introduced a whole lot of core
concepts had a need to utilize the Superflex curriculum that Michelle Garcia Winner also created. Five Stars
Recommended to us by my sons speech therapist. Fabulous for kids having to understand social cues Michelle Garcia
Champion IS a winner. Love it! Four Stars helpful Five Stars Fantastic book! Her books are fabulous for kids who have to
understand social cues. Five Stars great help for all those you have a hard time learning through observation
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